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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2020 #10 --- October 2020
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Hi everyone, welcome to another issue of HOPE’s newsletter.
We kick off the month with Australian Wildlife Week (5-11th) which celebrates the unique beauty and diversity of our
Aussie animals and raises awareness about wildlife conservation.
Once again, we feature a wonderful cross-section of articles from our volunteer researchers. This month we focus on
conservation of our magnificent wildlife and the preservation of their habitats to ensure they continue to flourish.
We close the month with National Water Week (19-25th), and as days begin to warm up, we are encouraged to be
conscious of our water usage and not waste this valuable resource – so, turn off that tap while brushing your teeth!
Regards,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2020 National/International Events Calendar
October
4
5-11
7
13
16
17
21
19-25
19-25
21-22
24
27

World Animal Day
Australian Wildlife Week
World Habitat Day
International Day for Disaster Reduction
World Food Day
International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
National Ride 2 Work Day
Aussie Backyard Bird Count
National Water Week
All Energy 2020 conference
United Nations Day
World Day for Audiovisual Heritage

November
5 World Tsunami Awareness Day
8-15 Pollinator Week
9-15 National Recycling Week
9-19 UN Climate Change Conference COP 26
14 HOPE AGM and 1st Ordinary Meeting of new committee – Toowoomba, Qld
18 International GIS Day
21 World Fisheries Day
December
5 International Volunteer Day
5 World Soil Day
10 Human Rights Day
11 International Mountain Day

HOPE Office News --- October 2020
Good morning folks,
Office highlights from September included our Ordinary Meeting on Saturday 12th; review of current grant applications;
and progress project reports on our “In-house Podcast Series”; the “Management and Monitoring of Native Fauna” as
per the national Community Environment Program (CEP); and our 2021 Youth Summit event.
Andrew Nicholson has completed podcast interviews with Mark Tranter, Renew (formerly ATA – Alternative Technology

Association) Toowoomba; Michelle Maloney – Australian Earth Laws Alliance; and Paul Donatiu – Healthy Land and Water.

Steve Cupitt, Crossroads Rural & Environment, is progressing well with our “Management and Monitoring of Native Fauna”
project – with the development of Grazing Management Plans guidelines, 8 Species Occurrence Matrix information sheets;
and 8 Species Management Plans.
Planning and preparation for our major community event project – the 2021 Youth Summit – is progressing well with
our co-host St. Ursula’s College, Toowoomba. Introductory event letters have been sent to all 22 secondary
schools/colleges in the Toowoomba Regional Council (TRC) jurisdiction. We have invited Year 10, 11 and 12
students to submit their top 5 issues of interest and/or concern on the environment, social justice, animal welfare
and heritage. The student’s responses will be used to help guide our program of speakers and discussion topics at
the summit.
Regards,
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph. 07 4639 2135, www.hopeaustralia.org.au

Volunteer Profile
Kerry Kruger – HOPE Secretary
I have been a member of HOPE for so many years I cannot recall when I joined. I usually fulfil
the role of general helper. Currently I am the Secretary, which really means that I take minutes
at meetings and do whatever Frank asks of me. I have a fairly eclectic background in the
education industry so I have a raft of skills that I can use for HOPE from helping to maintain
the website, to compiling booklets and pamphlets, and creating art for small projects. And, of
course, writing and editing letters, minutes, and other proposals. I am adept at using Word,
Excel, Acrobat, and programs like InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator etc. Actually, it is the
alternative free programs that are available that I enjoy exploring these days.
I enjoy being part of HOPE. I like the central tenet of HOPE, which is think globally, act locally. It acknowledges that
the earth is what we all have in common, and that for each of us the link between the earth (or nature) and we human
beings should not be broken. The environment is the one thing we all share.
There is so little that individuals can do when it comes to the big ideas of “sustainability”, “environmental degradation”
and so on. But I like the idea that if I do all that I can in my little patch to be a faithful steward I can help save this land
for future generations. And I am optimistic. I believe that thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. The
whole issue of climate change and global warming gives me hope. Because it if is the result of human activity then it
means we humans can change the outcome. That probably means changing our mindset on many things, and for me
that is summed up by something I read (and sorry, I don’t know who said it) about the proper use of science not being
to conquer nature but to live in it.
I am retired from the workforce now. I spent the best part of 40 years trying to work out what job I wanted to be when
I grew up and it turns out the job, I like best is being retired! But I like helping people and that was the most consistent
trait in all my varied jobs while working for the bank to pay off the mortgage.
When I am not doing things for HOPE, I enjoy trying new recipes, improving on old ones, sipping red wines, (any
wines actually); re-reading loved books, watching World Movies. And gardening. If a person without a green thumb
can be called a gardener. My most frequent thought when in my garden is “I don’t remember planting this. Is it a
weed?” But I have craftily worked out that if it is not growing in a row then it must be a weed! My favourite quote about
the garden is from Audrey Hepburn: “To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.”

Feature Articles
Social Justice and Environmental Sustainability
By Regina Kimble, HOPE Researcher Qld
Environmental sustainability is rooted in the concept that society must responsibly interact with the environment, so
it does not deplete or pollute natural resources, ensuring there is a viable planet for future generations (Oluf, 2000).
However, this assumes that all communities have the means and capability to make environmentally responsible
decisions. As climate change research discovers that economic and social issues underpin environmental health,
links between achieving environmental sustainability and social justice have been raised (Oluf, 2000).
Social justice is the idea of fair distribution of resources and opportunities for everyone (Oluf, 2000). Consequently,
environmental health becomes a social justice issue as communities who live in polluted or degraded environments
do not have the same resources or health as communities who live in more pristine environments (Oluf, 2000). The
placement of communities in degraded environments is a social issue. Often, poorer communities live in degraded
environments while more wealthy communities live in cleaner environments (Barkin, 2005). This occurs due to a
variety of socio-economic factors, where the wealthy degrade the environment for economic gain, and the flow-on
environmental effects of their actions are felt by poorer communities who do not have the means to safeguard their
environment (Barkin, 2005).
This dynamic is also seen in the distribution of climate
change impacts. Wealthy, developed countries who polluted
and industrialised their economies to achieve the quality of
living they have today are creating substantial environmental
impacts in developing regions (Ravindranath & Sathaye,
2002). For example, developing island nations are
disproportionately affected by climate change impacts as
they face the most imminent consequences of sea level
rising, but they were not the ones who polluted the most to
cause this impact (United Nations, 2019). Also, communities
that are poor, with indigenous or people of colour, are more
prone to environmental degradation. This occurs because
the views of these communities during project planning works
are not valued, due to historic social injustices towards
indigenous or people of colour. Consequently, their land is
taken advantage of and degraded by more powerful, wealthy
communities and industries (Ravindranath & Sathaye, 2002;
United Nations, 2019).

A man wades through flooded waters caused by a king
tide on Kili in the Marshall Island, where sea level rise
imminently threatens their community.
Image: Associated Press

Some papers argue that environmental sustainability and social justice are not compatible as achieving social equality
requires intensive resources to tackle poverty and investing in environmental initiatives takes money away from social
justice issues (Campbell, 2013; Oluf, 2000). However, it is impossible to achieve environmental sustainability without
social justice. Social justice is required to ensure there is an equal distribution of wealth and resources, so that no
group can overpower another group and degrade the environment for gross economic gains. The communities who
are over-consuming resources and contributing the most to climate change are the ones destroying the environment
and taking away opportunities from disadvantaged communities and from future generations.
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Queensland News
Bat Rescue
By Christopher Leivesley, HOPE Researcher Qld
Whereas owning most exotic pets in Australia is verboten, becoming a bat carer in
QLD is surprisingly straightforward. Several bat-conservationist groups (Bats QLD, Bat
Rescue, etc.) offer membership and mentoring for a nominal fee (~$20). Add to this a
$300 round of Lyssavirus vaccinations plus the cost of any pet, and one is ready to
rear a bat. Bats are social and playful companions; carers bond with their cuddly
charges, then exult in the fillip of seeing them returned to the wild. “Once you go bat,
you’ll never go back” – Bats QLD.
Bat rescues spike during the birthing season, from October to December, when orphan pups are found with their
dead mothers. Orphan numbers far exceeded volunteers’ capacities at the end of 2018, when a heatwave decimated
nearly a third of the fruit bat population. Then, in 2019, further losses came with drought and bushfires. Flying foxes
are crucial for sustaining eucalypts and rainforests; they migrate incomparable distances throughout the year,
dispersing seeds, thus maintaining genetic diversity in forests. This role is furthered by their action as nighttime
pollinators. Alongside other keystone victims of global warming, declining bat numbers will reduce forests’ capacity
to bounce back from events such as the bushfires, further accelerating climate change.
Despite their ecological importance, bats are often regarded as diseasecarrying pests. With bats in China indicated as the original reservoir of
SARS-CoV-2, they have been targeted with renewed opprobrium,
extending to pushes for culling of these native species who are already
moving up the endangered list. The most involved way to protect bats is to
contact a local rescue group and volunteer as a carer. However, anyone
can aid bat conservation simply by remembering their risk of extinction and
advocating for humane treatment.
Bat preservation groups:
Bats QLD Inc: www.batsqld.org.au
Bat Rescue Inc: batrescue.org.au/new
Bat Conservation and Rescue QLD Inc: bats.org.au
Wildlife Rescue South Coast: www.wildlife-rescue.org.au

Friends of the Escarpment Parks (FEP) Bushcare Groups
By Greg Lukes, FEP
A Bushcare Group is a volunteer group that
conducts bush regeneration and native bushland
conservation in Australia. Friends of the
Escarpment Parks (FEP) is a proactive
community volunteer group carrying out bush
rehabilitation activities in a number of
Toowoomba's bushland and escarpment parks.
We are active each month in 8 different bushland
parks in Toowoomba and 2 bushland parks in
Highfields.
To participate with our activities, volunteers
require suitable clothing including elastic side
boots (or other sturdy boots or shoes), trousers
(not track suit), long sleeve shirt, a broad brimmed
hat, and sunglasses. We ask that volunteers bring
their own gloves, where possible, however we can
supply gloves if required. Please also bring
drinking water and a snack. Before starting,
participants should be well hydrated. FEP
provides training, supervision, and equipment.

Image: Friends of the Escarpment Parks Toowoomba Facebook
Page

We have a range of bush regeneration activities to choose from to suit your interests and skill level. We have updated
the FEP Bushcare activities below. For more information check out the FEP website or contact the coordinators at
http://fep.org.au/fep-parkcare.php
Not sure which park may suit your needs? Contact Greg for more information at glukes@bigpond.com
We also offer an introduction program providing a range of different activities at the easily accessible park, Hartmann
Reserve, 4 Alderley Street, Rangeville, Toowoomba Wednesday mornings from 9am. We can tailor this program to
suit each individual (and/or group) abilities and interests.

The Bushcare groups of FEP:
Redwood Park
Location: Off Street Parking, Warrego Highway the range heading
east below the saddle
Time: Summer (Dec - Feb), 7:30am - 10am, Mon & Thu mornings;
Autumn to Spring (Mar - Nov) 8.00am - 10.30am, Mon & Thu
mornings,
Contact: Hugh Krenske hkrenske@gmail.com or call Hugh 0418
748 282
Hartmann Bushland Reserve
Location: Cnr Alderley St & Rowbotham St
Time: Wednesdays from 9am
Contact: Greg Lukes 0428 288 077 glukes@bigpond.com
Hancock St Park
Location: Off McClymont Dr
Time: Thursdays from 8:30am
Contact: Bev Yates 0428 623 577

Image: Friends of the Escarpment Parks
Toowoomba Facebook Page

Panorama Crescent Park
Location: Access down driveway at 6 Panorama Crescent
Time: 3rd Saturday each month from 9am
Contact: David Heckscher 0419 642 940,
heckies@bigpond.net.au

Nielsen Park
Location: Colman Drive, off Mackenzie St
Time: 1st & 4th Saturday each month 9am
Contact: Rob Brodribb 0407 124 863, rwbrodribb@ozemail.com.au
Echo Valley South Park
Location: Ramsay St
Time: 2nd & 5th Saturday each month from 9am
Contact: Greg Lukes 0428 288 077
Duggan Park
Location: Leslie & Collier Streets, Rangeville
Time: Tuesdays from 8:30am
Contact: Max Henderson 0427 866 091
Jubilee Park, Coventry Court
Location: Northern end of Mackenzie Street, Mt Lofty
Time: First Sunday of the month 8am - 9am
Contact: Geoff Sharp 0427 038 055 geoffsharpy@gmail.com
Rogers Reserve
Location: 3 Community Court, Highfields
Time: 1st Friday each month from 9am – 11am
Contact: Greg Lukes 0428 288 077

Image: Friends of the Escarpment Parks
Toowoomba Facebook Page

National News
Commission for The Human Future (CHF)
By Swosthi Thapa, HOPE Researcher Nepal

The CHF is a nonprofit, civic and social organization located in Australian National University (ANU) Emeritus Faculty
Building. The commission is body of researchers and concerned citizens dedicated to finding and developing solutions
to one of the greatest challenges in human history - the combination of catastrophic global threats that now confront
humanity. These risks include: ecological collapse, resource depletion, weapons of mass destruction, global warming,
global poisoning, food insecurity, population and urban expansion, pandemic disease, dangerous new technologies
and self-delusion. They are often seen and treated as separate issues, but in reality, are deeply intertwined: each
affects the others. This means they cannot be dealt with one at a time, but must be addressed in an integrated way
– and by the whole of humanity.
The Commission seeks to:
• Provide trusted scientific advice to global industry,
governments, media, and the public about the nature of all
the major catastrophic risks and about what can be done
to best solve, mitigate, or adapt to them.
• Encourage policymaking that addresses all of the major
risks we face in an integrated way.
• Position Australia as a global leader in addressing those
risks.
• Identify new opportunities for national economic and social
growth and sustainability in solving the risks that face us.
Latest newsletter from the Commission, covering the Letter to
all Australians and climate change:
https://mailchi.mp/4ed7e42c9605/newsletter-letter-to-allaustralians-climate-change

Image from featured article "The Covid-19 recovery is
an opportunity for systematic change. Our future
hangs in the balance" by Rachel Hay and Hannah
Ford. Source: Commission for the Human Future
website.

Further information about CHF and its activities can be found at humansforsurvival.org.au
Subscribe to CHF's newsletter at humanfuture.net/subscribe

www.planetark.org
By Regina Kimble, HOPE Researcher Qld

Planet Ark was first established in 1992 as Ark Australia, an
organisation created to increase environmental awareness and initiate
positive environmental behaviour change through video campaigns
with well-known celebrities. After over 300 videos were made, Ark
Australia transformed into Planet Ark to increase its scope through
organising nation-wide events, such as National Tree Day, and further
moved onto organising recycling programs for the public and private
sector.
Planet Ark is non-sectarian, populist, apolitical, not-for-profit and is
made up of people who are dedicated to creating non-confrontational
initiatives that promote positive environmental behaviour to the public,
businesses and government.
Planet Ark is a charity that is supported by donations from the public,
and by partnerships and sponsorships with businesses and
governments.

School kids getting ready to plant some trees for Planet
Ark’s National Tree Day.
Image: Planet Ark

Planet Ark’s work is strengthened by the support of various Australian businesses and governments, below are a few
examples of current supporters of Planet Ark:
• Australian Government
• Toyota
• NSW Government
• Brother
• Officeworks
• Canon
• Coca-Cola Australia
• Epson
• Forest & Wood Products Australia
• HP
For a full list of organisations that support Planet Ark, visit planetark.org/about/supporters
Planet Ark’s mission is to unite Australian people, businesses and governments through positive environmental
actions. Their main aims are to support low carbon lifestyles, connect people with nature and support the use of
sustainable resources to transition Australia towards a circular economy.
Plant Ark is dedicated to supporting the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG), specifically:

Image: United Nations

Planet Ark is certified Carbon Neutral to the national Climate Active Standard. They achieve this by purchasing
renewable energy, reducing consumption and waste and purchasing carbon offsets.
Planet Ark organises a wide range of nation-wide campaigns aimed at changing everyday behaviours of Australian
people and businesses by facilitating positive environmental actions.
Planet Ark campaigns consist of:
• Recycling Near You: Ongoing campaign designed to promote recycling within households and businesses
by providing information and services on how to recycle. Recycling Near You organises the below programs.
o National Recycling Week: Yearly event to promote promoting to the public and Australian
workplaces, schools and councils.
o Australasian Recycling Label: Ongoing program developed to provide a standardised labelling
system to help consumers better identify how to properly recycle products and to help brands create
more recycling friendly products.
o Cartridges 4 Planet Ark (C4PA): Ongoing program focused on reducing waste within the ink cartridge
industry by partnering with businesses to collect ink cartridges.
• Australian Circular Economy Hub: Campaign to be launched at the end of 2020 to provide information for
businesses and the public on how to help Australia move towards a circular economy.
• Business Recycling: Ongoing campaign that provides businesses with information on how to reduce waste
and recycle common workplace materials.
• Make it Australian Recycled: Ongoing campaign focused on encouraging Australian consumers to purchase
recycled paper over virgin paper.
• Make it Wood: Ongoing campaign focused on encouraging Australian consumers to purchase more products
made from sustainably sourced wood.
• National Tree Day: Australia's principal tree-planting and nature care event.
• Planet Ark Power: Sister company to Planet Ark focused on helping Australia transition to renewable energy.
Further information about Planet Ark and its activities can be found at www.planetark.org
If you would like to subscribe to Planet Ark’s various newsletters, please enter your email information at the top of the
webpage www.planetark.org under “Subscribe”
Newsletter Types:
• Positive Environment News: Weekly newsletter about good, positive environmental news.
• Planet Ark News: Monthly newsletter about Planet Ark news, events and general updates.
• GreenSchools: Publication for schools to get involved with Planet Ark and provides advice on how to make
schools more sustainable.
• GreenWorks: Publication for businesses with advice on how to make the workplace more sustainable.
• The Wood: Publication highlighting award-winning timber projects and news from the timber industry.

www.recyclingnearyou.com.au/about
By Regina Kimble, HOPE Researcher

Recycling Near You (RNY) was established by Planet Ark in 2006 to promote recycling practices and recycling
services to households, schools and businesses. RNY mission is to provide an easy-access, comprehensive platform
for Australians to find information on recycling.
RNY is a not-for-profit and is sponsored by various Australian businesses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coca-Cola Australia
MobileMuster
Australasian Recycling Label
Nespresso
Tetra Pak
Unilever.

RNY provides information on how to recycle more than 90 common household items and information on the recycling
services provided by councils across Australia. RNY also outlines upcoming recycling events that councils hold.
There are three main programs organised by RNY:
•

National Recycling Week: First established in 1996 by Planet
Ark. The main goal of this program is to bring a national focus to
the environmental benefits of recycling by promoting recycling
initiatives and waste management programs for households,
schools and businesses. For 2020, National Recycling Week is
organised for November 9th to the 15th.

•

Australasian Recycling Label (ARL): ARL was established to
make the recycling process within Australia easier and nationally
harmonious by creating a standard recycling label for packaging
on consumer products. All products with an ARL have been
evaluated using the Packaging Recyclability Evaluation Portal,
which assess the recyclability of the packaging to provide
accurate recycling information for consumers. Businesses can
partner with ARL to have the label on their products and to help
identify how to increase the recyclability of their packaging.

•

Brightwater State School on the Sunshine Coast,
Queensland partnering with Recycling Near You
for National Recycling Week.
Image: Sunshine Coast Council

Cartridges 4 Planet Ark (C4PA): Over 46 million cartridges have been recycled through C4PA. C4PA aims
to close the loop in the ink cartridge industry by collecting used ink cartridges from workplaces and returning
them to the manufacturer for recycling. Workplaces can register for a recycling box for C4PA to collect,
making the process easy and cost-efficient for businesses.

Further information about Recycling Near You and its activities can be found at recyclingnearyou.com.au/about
If you would like to subscribe to Recycling Near You’s newsletter, please enter your email information at the bottom
of the webpage recyclingnearyou.com.au/about under ‘Stay Connected’.

Tip of the month:
Reduce your carbon footprint by washing your clothing in cold
water. About 90% of the energy used by the washing machine
during laundry goes towards heating the water. Using cold
water to wash some of your clothes eliminates this energy,
making your clothes and the planet happy! Decreasing your
carbon footprint can be as easy as switching to cool water.

Beyond Zero Emissions (BZE) https://bze.org.au - Million Jobs Plan
By Dan Bielich, B.Sc. – Climate Science, M.S. Env, completing B. Ren-Eng.
BZE’s “Million Jobs Plan” has been developed directly as a result of the COVID-19
situation that riddles the country. In particular, the plan aims at softening the economic
downturn that will likely result from the pandemic. This is hoped to be achieved by
opening a wide range of job opportunities to wide variety of people with different skills
in the hope that the jobs will stimulate economic growth to save Australia’s drowning
economy. The full consequences of the pandemic are yet to present themselves. Many
economists and professionals believe that up to a million people in Australia alone will
be made redundant as thousands of Australian businesses struggle, especially when
the Australian Government JobSeeker payments are stopped. The more specifically 1.8 “Million Jobs Plan” hopes to
boost not only job numbers but also hopes to give the renewable revolution a boost, with almost 1.4 million jobs
opening in Renewable Energy + Transmission, 940k jobs in retrofitting and new “green” buildings and 140k jobs in
electric bus and transportation industry. Other industries include the clean manufacturing + mining sector, land
regeneration and waste recycling jobs, all of which collectively will contribute a further 500,000 jobs. There will also
be an additional 10 000 new jobs in training, education and research, in affordable, reliable and clean energy, reducing
cost of living and the strengthening of regional communities. These goals are all hoped to be achieved within the next
5 years.
Each of the headings mentioned in this article are major chapters in the report. Each chapter goes into significant
detail on the impact of the BZE report, and what is hoped to be achieved by the report.
Women
Statistically, more women than men have lost their jobs
during this pandemic crisis. However, many industries such
as construction and manufacturing, are male dominated.
This as a result has created a risk that women may benefit
less from the opportunities in this report and from the wider
transition to a zero-carbon economy. This is why it is
important to improve the participation of women in these
industries. This should start with policies that attract women
to join a sector. One factor deterring women from such
industries is the long and inflexible working hours, which
can act as a disincentive to women who are mothers.
Government can influence the introduction of certain
policies to assist in adjusting these working parameters.
Government should also be looking at gender balanced
targets for staffing including apprenticeships in their
procurement policies. Funding for vocational education and
training, with an emphasis on increasing female
participation in traditionally male dominated courses.

Image Credit: @beyondzeroemissions

Indigenous
The expansion of renewable energy and renewably powered projects presents a valuable opportunity for indigenous
Australians to benefit from zero carbon transition. However, the government and the renewable energy developers
must follow best practice in negotiating and making agreements. This includes obtaining the free prior and informed
consent of traditional owners for projects which impact their land, and a long-term commitment to support the reforms.
Environmental and Heritage Protection
Time is a fundamental factor in this case. The Million Jobs
Plan is promoting the projects that are able to be initiated
quickly. However, there are slow regulatory processes
present which act as a potential barrier to rapid job
creation. The Australian government should refocus their
efforts to update their policy and legislative infrastructure
to simplify and speed up the approval process for
renewable energy projects and renewable business
ventures. Cutting approval times without cutting corners
will require an adequate resourcing of environment
departments.
Image Credit: @beyondzeroemissions

Finances
This project requires over A$100 billion in investment.
The private sector has taken major interest in the low
carbon initiative project. Institutional investor, such as
superfunds, banks and corporate investors, have a large

Image Credit: @beyondzeroemissions

appetite to fund such project. The Investor Group on Climate Change
have reported major changes, with implementation of low carbon
strategies, and the undertaking of low carbon investment across most
asset classes. The Clean Energy investors have also demonstrated their
enthusiasm for working in Australia. This project is not the first expensive
project, with Asian Renewable Energy Hub and Sub Cable attracting
over $20 billion in funding. For some of the proposals in this plan looks
at direct government investment. There are several urgent transmission
line projects which could accelerate quickly with a quick influx of cash
from the government. Other recommendations in this plan require public
funding, including the construction of energy -efficiency social housing
and the electrification of buses and trains.

Renewable Energy
Australia has an extraordinary potential to generate renewable energy, in
particular, solar energy. In a decarbonising world, Australia has a crucial
energy costing advantage. The renewable energy proposal is to build
90GW of solar and wind energy, back up with new transmission
infrastructure and 20 GW of battery storage. There are already 160 GW
of renewable projects in the pipeline in Australia, which is more than
enough to deliver this 5-year rollout.
Buildings
The aim with Australian commercial buildings is to increase their energy
efficiency. The buildings section proposes a range of energy retrofits to
2.5 million Australian dwellings. This would reduce energy bills and
create healthier, and more comfortable homes. The BZE report also
goes into detail about addressing the chronic shortfall of social housing,
by building 150 000 energy efficient social homes. The building initiatives
alone would create over 900 000 jobs within the next 5 years.

Image Credit: @beyondzeroemissions

Transport
If Australia is able to electrify their public transport system, it will create a cleaner, quieter, there is heavy decrease in
pollution and the costs of running are lower. The BZE plan proposes the introduction of 18 000 electric public transport
buses and the electrification of 3000km of existing rail infrastructure. This would provide jobs for thousands of
Australian workers, particularly in the transport and electrical industries. There are further recommendations of
improving 5000km of cycle lanes, to promote cycling to improve physical health. Collectively, the amount of jobs that
would be generated from these projects alone are approximately 138 000.
Manufacturing
The global transition to a zero-carbon economy present exciting opportunities
for Australia when it comes to manufacturing equipment for renewable projects,
such as wind turbines, battery systems and electric buses. Australia’s
abundances of renewable energy create unique opportunity to decarbonise
manufacturing and establish a major new energy intensive industry. The BZE
plan in the manufacturing section goes into detail about how Australia can
quickly become a world leader in the production of hydrogen, ammonia, steel,
aluminium and other materials whilst using 100% renewable energy. The
projects in the manufacturing industry would create over 230 000 jobs in
Australia over the next 5 years.
Land Use
Australia should take the bold step to revegetate 27 million hectares of land by
2025, expanding to 55 million hectares over a period of 10 years. This could
be achieved with the restoration of forests and ecosystems, and would create
Image: @beyondzeroemissions
over 40 000 ongoing jobs throughout the lifetime of the project. This part of the
report is looked at the reduction of 5% in Australians emissions. This program goes on to explain the support of land
care workers, environmental managers and indigenous land and water rangers, as well as community catchment and
land are jobs which will be an additional 5000 jobs to restore coastal catchments.
With unemployment rates souring in Australia, the Australian Government has an opportunity to push Australia into
the right direction through the funding of the BZE project. It is clear that there are two main goals from the BZE Million
Job plan. The first being to re-employ the Australian public that have lost their jobs within critical industries. The
second is to boost the renewable energy revolution to increase the demand for resources that are keeping our
domestic workers employed. What results from this is a delicate balance that may possibly help Australia ride the
storm that is COVID-19. This does not assume that it is the sole solution, however, it is a step in the right direction.

International News
Ecological Law & Governance Association
(ELGA) - elgaworld.org
By Swosthi Thapa, HOPE Researcher Nepal

ELGA is an umbrella organization to the many local national and international organizations and governments around
the world that are seeking to transform the current human-centered, growth-focused paradigm to an Earth-centered
'ecological law and governance' paradigm to better protect the foundations of life. The association was launched on
October 13, 2017 at the University of Siena in Siena, Italy. ELGA gives life to the Oslo Manifesto drafted by an interdisciplinary group of experts at a workshop of the Ethics Specialist Group of the World Commission on Environmental
Law of the IUCN at IUCN Academy of Environmental Law Colloquium, University of Oslo in June 2016. The Oslo
Manifesto acknowledges the failure of environmental law in protecting the foundations of life and offers an alternative
ecological approach that recognizes ecological interdependencies and human-nature interrelationships.
ELGA argues that environmental law, in its current
form, is largely anthropocentric, fragmented, and
reductionist, rooted in modern Western jurisprudence,
with origins in religious anthropocentrism, Cartesian
dualism, philosophical individualism, and ethical
utilitarianism. This approach, however, has not secured
the physical and biological conditions upon which all
life depends. Therefore, ELGA aims to look within and
beyond existing legal systems at the root causes of the
ecological crisis and the transformative work that
needs to happen in order to build a new, ecologicallyfocused governance system. The global network was
established to support the creation and implementation
of ecological law and governance. The association's
vision is a just, flourishing world where state and global
governance systems protect the foundations of life.
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ELGA's overall purpose is to:
(1) Build a strong, global network of professionals and practitioners and provide a platform for them to advance
ecological law;
(2) Create and disseminate diverse forms of knowledge about ecological law and governance;
(3) Support capacity building for organizations and governments;
(4) Support capacity building for lawyers and other disciplines; and
(5) Ultimately influence decision makers at all levels of governance.
The "Oslo Manifesto" for Ecological Law and Governance can be found at elgaworld.org/oslo-manifesto
If you, your organization, or institution would like monthly updates of ELGA-related activities, including the webinar
series, visit elgaworld.org/contact
For monthly webinar series, visit elgaworld.org/webinar-series
For all other inquiries, contact elga@elgaworld.org

UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE
The United Nations International Day of Peace was recognised all around the world last month
on the 21st of September. The United Nations General Assembly declares this as a day devoted
to strengthening the ideals of peace, both within and among all nations and peoples.
With a world growing in complexity and uncertainty, we may be tempted to regress into a state
of conflict and intolerance. Global Peace Day encourages everyone to build pathways to peace
by spreading compassion, kindness and hope in our everyday lives.
With this sentiment we encourage everyone to be a little kinder, gentler, and patient in our interactions with others by
paying someone a compliment, letting that person merge into traffic, or treating the stranger behind you to a cup of
coffee. Afterall, the peaceful world we wish to see tomorrow, starts with you, today.
For more information visit internationaldayofpeace.org

Resources
publish.csiro.au

Check out CSIRO’s Landlink Catalogue
By Daniela Dal’Castel, HOPE Researcher, Qld
As you may know, CSIRO Publishing is Australia’s leading science publisher of journals, books and magazines.
They have an extensive range of titles and subjects that you can shop. This month CSIRO is showcasing a range of
books on agriculture, farm and land management, plants and animals – with free standard shipping and marked
discounts!
Here are some of Landlink’s Catalogue Highlights:

All these books and more are now available at publish.csiro.au/catalogues/landlinks

Quote of the month:
“I’d put my
money on the sun and
solar energy,
what a source of power.
I hope we don’t have to
wait until oil and coal
run out before we
tackle that.”
– Thomas Edison, 1931

